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ABSTRACT

A rigorous theoretical investigation is made on the ultrarelativistic modulation and fil-
amentation instabilities in a colUsionless and unmagnetized laser-produced plasma. The kinetic
description of the laser-produced plasma, viz., the relativistic Vlasov equation has been employed
to find the nonlinear response of electrons for the four-wave parametric processes in the plasma.
It is noted that the modulation and filamentation instabilities have significant relativistic effects
and the growth rates of both the instabilities in the ultrarelativistic consideration are approximately
( c 2 / ^ ) times higher than those in the nonrelativistic consideration, where c and ve are the free-
space speed of light and the thermal speed of the plasma electrons.
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INTRODUCTION

On account of the interaction of the intense laB«r

radiation with the plasma created by the light itself

irradiating a target, a number of nonlinear phenomena

into play.1"8 These nonlinear effects which include the

stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering, filamentation

and modulation instabilities, profile modification, harmonic

generation, self-focusing of the beams, and other parametric

instabilities are vital in determining the absorption and

scattering of the laser energy in the plasma. The available

literature on these phenomena deals with the nonrelativiatic

description of plasma, which is valid only up to the moderate

power density of the laser radiation under investigation.

With the technological advancement more and more high-power

lasers are being designed. In the presence of the ultrahigh

power laser beams the plasma electrons acquire large quiver

velocities comparable to the free-Bpace velocity of light.

In such cases, the response of electrons 'cannot be described

by nonrelativistic plasma equations and the effects of relativia-

tic electron mass must be taken into account. A limited number

of attempts have been made using the relativistic fluid equations

to investigate the relativistic effects in the laaer-plasma

9—12interactions. In the past a large number of investigations

were made on the filamentation and modulation in laser-produced

plasmas using the nonrelativistic description of the plasma.

In this paper we have made a rigorous investigation on the

filamentation and modulation instabilities using the full

relativistic Vlaeov equation.
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IE Se". II we have employed the relativistic Vlasov

equation to obtain the nonlinear density fluctuation associated

with a low frequency electrostatic mode due to the nonlinear

coupling of the incident large amplitude laser radiation with

the scattered electromagnetic sidebands in a hot, homogeneous,

and unmagnetized plasma. In Sec.Ill the nonlinear dispersion

relation for the electrostatic mode has been used to obtain

the general expression for the growth rates of the four-wave

parametric instabilities. Then, the growth rates of the

modulation and filamentation instabilities corresponding to

two special cases when the low-frequency electrostatic pertur-

bation propagates along and transverse to the propagation

direction of the incident laser radiation. Then for comparison ,

following the same procedures we have also obtained the growth

rates of these instabilities under nonrelativiBtio situation .

Then, a comparison among the growth rates of the instabilities

in ultrarelativifltic and nonrelativistic situations has also

been made in the same section. It is noted that the extreme

relativistic consideration has significant effects on these

four-wave parametric instabilities. Finally, a brief discussion

is given in Sec.IV.

II. KINETIC ANALYSIS FOR THE NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF ELECTRONS

We consider the propagation of a large amplitude linearly

polarized laser radiation of angular frequency C00 and

propagation vector Koil^ in a hot, eollisioncless, and

unmagnetized laser-produced plasma. The oscillatory electric

and magnetic fiel.de E o and |go of the incident laser radiation

can be expressed as

(1)

and the propagation constant R.o is approximately equal to
{.9,10

the vacuum wavelength •

where C is the speed of light in a vacuum. In the presence

of the oscillatory electric and mfl-gnetic fields of the incident

laser radiation ( W o , Ro ), the electrons of the plasma acquire

relativistic quivering velocities. So the relativistie corrections

in laser-plasma interactions may be quite significant.

We now assume the existence of a short wave-length

low-frequency electrostatic density perturbation ( ̂ ? ) which

may be present in the hot plasma due to the presence of any

low-frequency mode, e.g., ion-acoustic wave or electron plasma

wave. The density perturbations are taken to be purely



electrostatic. The quivering velocity of the electrons and

the oscillatory magnetic field of the incident laeeifradiation

i.e., pump wave ( £A>, !?o ) interact with the density

perturbation (60, R ) and produce two high frequency side-
L L L ii turn

bands ( t * ^ = CO ̂  o^0f Rt = R + Ro )• The sidebandsAinteract

with the pump ( U>0f Ro ) to produce a low-frequency ponder-

motive force which then drives the low-frequency perturbation.

We thus consider the four-wave parametric decay of a laser

beam into two scattered electromagnetic waves ( ' ^ n, f?̂  ̂  )

and an electrostatic density perturbation associated with the

electron plasaa wave. The nonlinear growth of the density

perturbation is the basic cause of the modulation and filamenta-

tion of the incident beam.

The response of electrons to the four-wave interactions

in the hot plasma in the presence of the high-frequency laser

radiation and the decay waves, may be suitably described by
21

the relativiotics Vlaeov equation:

(3)

where

and the over-dot represents the derivative of the quantity

involved with respect to time.

The total distribution function j- can be written as

= t°

where the superscript T refers to the total quantity involved,

j( 0),K ) i s tne distribution function corresponding to the

low-frequency perturbation wave, jQ are the distribution

functions corresponding to the pump wave ( GJo>Ko ),the

lower sideband ( Ct^, R4 ), and the upper sideband( CjJn,^ ),

respectively, and -j° is the unperfurbed equilibrium distri-

bution function, taken to be Maiwellian form21 at the tempera-

ture Te:

(6)

where 7|° is the unperturbed equilibrium electron density,

m is the test mass of electrons, and Kg is

the Boltsmannconstant.

Now expressing

and taking the approximations JCL^> R ,̂-V>, JjCtl



one can solve Eq.(3) to obtain the linear response of

electrons corresponding to the pump wave, scattered sidebands,

and perturbation mode of the four-wave interaction, respectively,

(8)

Now we express f̂  and f as

L

ffL

(9)

where

(10)

Here, the asterisk • denotes the complex conjugate of the

quantity involved, since the incident laser radiation is

polarized in the x-direction, the electrons will be alnost

constrained to quiver in this direction. Therefore, to keep

the mathematics manageable without losing any insight of

the problem, we may take V - [l •+• ̂ % 5 " p ! Cr \)%/c .

Thus, the expressions Eqs.CO) f«r t h e nonlinear response of

electrons/ f and -f for the generated waves( CL>. , K.j )

and ( <-^2 > *2. ) reduce to

(ID

where

1,2

60

where the upper sign corresponds to the fltst quantity and

the lower one corresponds to the second quantity involved,
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is the thermal velocity of electrons, and the perturbation

node is assumed to be purely electrostatic ( E - - V $ > where

<5> is the electrostatic potential of the perturbation mode

( &>, k) ). Using EqB.(11) we nay readily obtain the

nonlinear current densities at the high frequency sidebands

from the relation

as (after little simplification)

A% ~ -T

4 f (12)

where

oS

60 ]
A

(13)

The nonlinear relativistic Vlasov equation for the

electrons for the perturbation mode ( tx>, R ) can be

expressed as

if + f ~

where the parametric conditions £tX ̂

must be satisfied.

i f? - ^ ̂  ~ k

10
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Under the approxinmtions^COd

and Jj)v>I we can solve this Eq. (14) to obtain the nonlinear

response of electrons for the perturbation mode ( tiSj K ) .

This nonlinear response of electrons, thus simplifies to

where

JS?

(15)

A1 =
-m

top

~ C co,-^ ô " •+

^

A7-r4

- r - 4,
"1

a)0

rJ^Eo

r^) E:2y E* ^

i^tEo

tot

0)0

1

1 . 1



Integrating Eq.(i5) in the velocity space we obtain the

nonlinear density perturbation^ "fl associated with the

perturbation mode ( Cd, K ) :

where
' (16)

(17)

Now, substituting the nonlinear current densities,

Eqs.(12) in the wave equations, for the high-frequency scattered

sidebands,

T
NTU

(18)

where

(19)

13

are the dispersion tensors, I ia the unity tensor of rank

two, and £^ ^ - 1 —LOpfefi are the l inear die lect r ic functions

for the high-frequency scattered side bands, where tdp-fiTTK&>/tf>) J

is the electron/plasma frequency, we obtain

E-,_ as
and

W, ipi

r

ip
(20)

where

14



Here, G 1,2
and are given in Eqs.(15). Thus, substituting

Eqs.(20) into Eq.(16), the nonlinear density perturbation,n

associated with the perturbation mode ( C«\ K ) reduces to

NL

r
(22)

where N* -, and N? -, are given in Eqs.(1?), and L? -> and L?

in Eqs.(2i). Subtituting the nonlinear electron density

-NLperturbation, n , Eq.(22) in Poisson's equation

where C is the linear dielectric function of the electrostatic

perturbation mode ( C&, K. ) and under the condition CO// "*-4?

is given by

we obtain the nonlinear dispersion relation for the perturbation

mode ( u>, k )• The relations (18) and (25) are referred to

as the coupling equations. Therefore, using (22) and (25),

the nonlinear dispersion relation can be written in the form

£
(.25 J

15

!'• -•**• fe-

where the coupling coefficients and are given by

(26)

where L^ o and

N^ 2 in Eqs.(17).

are given in Eqs. (21), and N^ - and

III. GROWTH RATES OF THE INSTABILITIES

When the parametric resonance conditions ' CO, — LO T"

2~^+^o ar* satisfied, we can expand £ and

CO =

,, —
\^ \ ae

(27)

Jwhere J is the growth rate for the process under investigation.

and and are damping rates of the perturbation

mode and high-frequency scattered sidebands. In our study we

16



neglect the linear damping of the decay wavee in the

collisionless limit of the laser-produced plasma. However,

one could write expressions for the threshold of the instability

by considering the effect of collisions in the corresponding

dispersion relations of the decay waves. Thus, the growth rate

go of the four-wave parametric process, in the absence of

the linear damping ofjthe decay wavee, ie given by

where

li

(28)

(29)

and r, are given in Eqs.(26).

L7

In t*ie following we consider two special cases, viz.,

the modultttional and filamentation instabilities of the

incident lnser radiation in a laser-produced unmagnetized

A. Modulational instability

To study the modulational instability we consider that the

electrostatic perturbation mode ( G->, R ) propagateB along

the direction of propagation of the incident laser beam.

(z-axis) so that k, 0, k. o,

For the incident laser wave to suffer modulational

instability, we further assume the phase matching condition

that the phase velocity ofjthe perturbation is equal to the

group velocity of the incident laser radiation:

t

CO _

or,

(30)

Therefore, using Eqe.(15),(^7),(21),(28), and (29) the

growth rate of the modulation instability of the incident

laser radiation, after simplification, ia given by

18
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where
where

--2 k,

To compare the growth, rate of the modulational instability

in the ultrarelativietic case with that in the nonrelativiatic

case we have to find thefcrowth rate of the/instability in the

nonrelativitic case under the sane conditions and approximations

as applied in the case of the ultrarelativistic

instability, in the nonrelatiristic case we take Jf=

similarly following the sa»e procedures described in the

earlier section, the growth rate oftehe modulational instability

is given by

M

(32)
8

Taking the approximations CO \ ̂ Jo, ̂ 2 a n d omitting

the lower order terms, the ratio ofjfche growth rate in ultra*

relativiatic case, ^J* to the growth rate in nonrelativistic

case, ^,M^Tloti>i4l) of the modulational instability can *>•

approximately expressed as

(33)

Thus, it is noticed that the modulational instability has a

large relativistic effect and the growth rate in ultrarelativistic

consideration is approximately (C /v ) times higher than that

in nonrelativistic consideration.

20
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B. Filamentation instability

When the electrostatic perturbation mode ( id, R ) is a

quasimode and protagatea in a direction transverse to the

direction of propagation of the incident 'beam, the nonlinear

growth causes the breaking of the wave front of the incident

homogeneous beam into filamentary structure and leads to the

filamentation instability. Therefore, to study filamentstion

instability, we assume that ]tx-k and kz-0. Thus, using Eqs.(-13),

(17),(21),(28), and (29) the growth rate, ^ of the

quasimode perturbation, which might give rise to the filamenta-

tion instability, after little simplification, is given by

t ̂
Jil

where (34)

Again, we like to compare tbe growth rate of this

instability in thaultrarelativistic case with that in the

nonrelativistic case. In the nonrelativistic situation,where

JSf'—1( we can find the nonrtlativiatic growth rate of the

instability adopting the same procedures and approximations

as described in the ultrarelativistic situation. Thus, the

nonrelativistic growth rate of the filamentation instability

is givenby

where

22



Zi, = "

Talcing the similar approximations, (£> {L^o, 1,2

and omitting the lower order terms the ratio of the growth

rate of the filamentation instability under the ultrarelati-

vistic consideration, ^ to that under the nonrelativistic

f.onsideration, )^ (nonrel.) can be approximately expressed as

(36)

Thus, it is noticed that the filamentation instability hae

also a large relativistic effect and the growth rate of the

filamentation instability in ultrarelativistic situation is

approximately(C /v ) tiaesbigher than that in nonrelativiBtic

situation.

V. DISCUSSION

A high power linearly polarized laser rldiation propagating in

the laser-produced plasma is efficiently unstable against tfae

modulation and filamentation instabilities. The growth rates

of both the modulation and filamentation instabilities

increase linearly with increasing normalized pump-induced

drift velocity of electrons, \V0/e\ and also with the

plasma frequency, U)f» , i.e., the equilibrium electron density,

n°. It is clearly noticed that the modulation and filamentation

instabilities have significant relativistic effects and the

growth rates of both the instabilities under the extreme

relativistic consideration are approximately (8 /v ) times

higher then those under the nonrelativiBtic consideration.

However, we noticed earlier tbat the growth rates of the

stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering of strong electromagne-

tic radiation are enhanced by a factor of (C/v^) at ultrarela-

tivistic condition. Thus, we conclude that under the ultrarela-

tivistic situation the growth rates of the modulation and

filamentation instabilities where the density perturbations

are assumed to be associated with the electron plasma modes

are enhanced more rapidly than those of the stimulated Brillouin

and Kaman scattering .
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It may be added here that the saturation of the parametric

instabilities at the extreme relativistic consideration,the effects

of the self-generated megagauss magnetic fields, and the inhomogeneities

in the self-generated magnetic field and the plasma produced by the

laser itself are also problems of great importance but beyond the scope

of the present paper.
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